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Reactive Molecular Dynamics on Massively
Parallel Heterogeneous Architectures
Sudhir B Kylasa, Hasan Metin Aktulga, Ananth Y Grama
Abstract—We present a parallel implementation of the ReaxFF force field on massively parallel heterogeneous architectures, called
PuReMD-Hybrid. PuReMD, on which this work is based, along with its integration into LAMMPS, is currently used by a large number
of research groups worldwide. Accelerating this important community codebase that implements a complex reactive force field poses
a number of algorithmic, design, and optimization challenges, as we discuss in detail. In particular, different computational kernels
are best suited to different computing substrates – CPUs or GPUs. Scheduling these computations requires complex resource
management, as well as minimizing data movement across CPUs and GPUs. Integrating powerful nodes, each with multiple CPUs
and GPUs, into clusters and utilizing the immense compute power of these clusters requires significant optimizations for minimizing
communication and, potentially, redundant computations. From a programming model perspective, PuReMD-Hybrid relies on MPI
across nodes, pthreads across cores, and CUDA on the GPUs to address these challenges. Using a variety of innovative algorithms
and optimizations, we demonstrate that our code can achieve over 565-fold speedup compared to a single core implementation on a
cluster of 36 state-of-the-art GPUs for complex systems. In terms of application performance, our code enables simulations of over
1.8M atoms in under 0.68 seconds per simulation time step.
Index Terms—Reactive Molecular Dynamics; Parallel GPU Implementations; Material Simulations;
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I NTRODUCTION

There have been significant efforts aimed at atomistic
modeling of diverse systems – ranging from materials
processes to biophysical phenomena. Classical molecular
dynamics (MD) techniques typically rely on static bonds
and fixed partial charges associated with atoms [1]–[4].
These constraints limit their applicability to non-reactive
systems. Quantum mechanical ab–initio methods have
been used to simulate chemical reactions in reactive
systems [5]–[7]. These simulations are typically limited
to sub-nanometer length and picosecond time scales
because of their high computational cost. For this reason, ab–initio approaches are unable to simultaneously
describe bulk properties of systems and the reactive
subdomains. Attempts have been made to bridge this
gap between non-reactive bulk systems and reactive subdomains using hybrid simulation techniques, whereby
the surface sites are simulated using quantum calculations and bulk sections are simulated using classical
MD [8]–[10]. This approach has potential drawbacks due
to the interface of the ab–initio and MD sections of the
system. Classical force fields must be tuned not only to
fit experimental results, but also to interface with the
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ab–initio calculations. Inconsistencies between MD force
fields and quantum calculations can result in unwanted
changes in the structure of the system [11].
In this paper, we focus on a reactive atomistic simulation method called ReaxFF, developed by van Duin
et al. [12]–[15]. This method relies on the development
of empirical force fields, similar to classical MD, that
mimic the quantum mechanical variation of bond order.
ReaxFF replaces the harmonic bonds of MD with bond
orders, and energies that are dependent on inter-atomic
distances. The satisfaction of valencies, explicitly satisfied in MD simulation, necessitates many-body calculations in ReaxFF. This approach allows bond orders and
all bonded interactions to decay (or emerge) smoothly
as bonds break (or form), allowing chemical reactions
within a conventional molecular dynamics framework.
Consequently, ReaxFF can overcome many of the limitations inherent to conventional MD, while retaining,
to a great extent, the desirable scalability. Furthermore,
the flexibility and transferability of the force field allows
ReaxFF to be applied to diverse systems of interest [12],
[16]–[22]. In our prior work, we have demonstrated
novel simulations and insights from reactive simulations of silica-water interfaces (Figure 1(a)) and oxidative
stress on biomembrames (Figure 1(b)).
The critical enabling technology for such simulations
is the PuReMD (Purdue Reactive Molecular Dynamics)
software suite [23]–[25]. This software is available as
a standalone package, as well as a plugin (User-ReaxC
package [26]) to LAMMPS [27]. Serial and parallel (MPI)
versions of PuReMD serve as community standards for
ReaxFF simulations, with over a thousand downloads
worldwide, and an active user and secondary developer
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Fig. 1: Examples of ReaxFF simulations: (a) silica-water
interface modeling; and (b) oxidative stress on
biomembranes (lipid bilayers).

community. The accuracy and performance of PuReMD
has been comprehensively demonstrated by us and others in the context of diverse applications.
The large number of time-steps and size of typical systems pose challenges for ReaxFF simulations. Time-steps
in ReaxFF are of the order of tenths of femtoseconds –
an order of magnitude smaller than corresponding conventional MD simulations, due to the need for modeling
bond activity. Physical simulations often span nanoseconds (107 time-steps) and beyond, where interesting
physical and chemical phenomena can be observed.
Systems with millions of atoms are often necessary for
eliminating size effects. PuReMD incorporates several
algorithmic and numerical innovations to address these
challenges posed by ReaxFF simulations on CPU based
systems [23], [24]. It achieves excellent per time-step
execution times, enabling nanosecond-scale simulations
of large reactive systems.
As general purpose GPU accelerators become increasingly common on large clusters, an important next step
in the development of PuReMD, presented in this paper,
is the efficient use of multiple GPUs (along with all
available processing cores) to enable significant new
simulation capabilities. Our serial GPU implementation
of PuReMD provides up to a sixteen-fold speedup with
respect to a single CPU core (Intel Xeon E5606) on nVidia
C2075 GPUs for test systems (bulk water) [25]. This
formulation, however, does not make good use of the
CPU resources on the node. Nodes in conventional clusters, however, include powerful CPUs, often comprising
tens of compute cores, along with one or more GPUs.
Efficiently utilizing all of these compute resources poses
a number of challenges.
In partitioning work within a node between the CPU
cores and GPUs, one must consider suitability of the
compute kernels to the properties of the processor architecture. Furthermore, such a partitioning must also minimize data movement across CPU and GPU memories,
while minimizing synchronization overheads. Across
multiple such nodes, one must pay particular attention
to the disparate tradeoffs in computation to communication speed. In particular, if the processing speed of
compute nodes on a cluster is increased by over an order
of magnitude without changing the capability of the

communication fabric, one can potentially expect a significant loss in parallel efficiency and scalability, unless
suitable algorithms, optimizations, and implementations
are developed. To address these challenges, this paper
has the following goals: (i) to develop efficient computation and communication techniques for ReaxFF on GPU
clusters; (ii) to develop efficient work distribution techniques across processing cores and GPUs in a node; and
(iii) to demonstrate, in the context of a production code,
scalable performance and effective resource utilization
simultaneously for reactive MD simulations.
A parallel GPU implementation of a large, sophisticated code such as PuReMD poses significant challenges such as: (i) highly dynamic nature of interactions and the memory footprint, (ii) diversity of kernels
underlying non-bonded and bonded interactions, (iii)
complexity of functions describing the interactions, (iv)
charge equilibration (QEq) procedure which requires the
solution of a large system of linear equations, and (v)
high numerical accuracy requirements. All these require
careful algorithm design and implementation choices.
Effective use of shared memory to avoid frequent global
memory accesses and configurable cache to exploit spatial locality during scattered memory operations are
essential to the performance of various kernels on individual GPUs. These kernels are also optimized to
utilize GPUs’ capability to spawn thousands of threads,
and coalesced memory operations are used to enhance
performance of specific kernels. The high cost of double precision arithmetic on conventional GPUs must be
effectively amortized/masked through these optimizations. These requirements are traded-off with increased
memory footprint to further enhance performance. To
deal with significantly higher node computation rates,
we present a sequence of design trade-offs for communication and redundant storage, along with alternate
algorithmic choices for key kernels.
We describe the design and implementation of all
phases of PuReMD-Hybrid. Comprehensive experiments
on a state-of-the-art GPU cluster are presented to quantify accuracy as well as performance of PuReMD-Hybrid.
Our experiments show over 565-fold improvement in
runtime on a cluster of 36 GPU-equipped nodes, compared to a highly optimized CPU-only PuReMD implementation on model systems (bulk water). These
speedups have significant implications for diverse scientific simulations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
discusses the related work on parallel ReaxFF. Section 4
provides an in-depth analysis of the design and implementation choices made during the development of
PuReMD-Hybrid. Section 3 presents a brief overview of
our prior research in this area. We comprehensively evaluate the performance of PuReMD-Hybrid in Section 5.
Section 6 provides our concluding remarks and future
work.
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2

R ELATED W ORK

The first-generation ReaxFF implementation of van Duin
et al. [12] established the utility of the force field in the
context of various applications. Thompson et al. used
this serial Fortran-77 implementation as the base code
for a parallel integration of ReaxFF into the LAMMPS
software [27]. This effort resulted in the LAMMPS/Reax
package [28], the first publicly available parallel implementation of ReaxFF. Nomura et al. demonstrated a
parallel ReaxFF implementation used to simulate large
RDX systems in [29]–[31]. Their implementation yields
high efficiencies, however it is not designed for GPUs.
Our previous work on ReaxFF resulted in the PuReMD
codebase [32], which includes three different packages targeted to different architectures: sPuReMD [23],
PuReMD [24], and PuReMD-GPU [25]. sPuReMD, our
serial implementation of ReaxFF, introduced novel algorithms and numerical techniques to achieve high performance, and a dynamic memory management scheme to
minimize its memory footprint. Today, sPuReMD is being used as the ReaxFF backend in force field optimization calculations [33], where fast serial computations
of small molecular systems are crucial for extending
the applicability of ReaxFF to new chemical systems.
PuReMD is an MPI-based parallel implementation of
ReaxFF that exhibits excellent scalability. It has been
shown to achieve up to 3-5× speedup over the parallel
Reax package in LAMMPS [28] on identical machine
configurations of hundreds of processors [24]. PuReMDGPU, a GP-GPU implementation of ReaxFF, achieves
a 16× speedup on an Nvidia Tesla C2075 GPU over
a single processing core (an Intel Xeon E5606 core)
[25]. PuReMD-GPU is the only publicly available GPU
implementation of ReaxFF.
Zheng et al. developed a GPU implementation of
ReaxFF, called GMD-Reax [34]. GMD-Reax is reported
to be up to 6 times faster than the USER-REAXC package
on small systems, and about 2.5 times faster on typical
workloads using a quad core Intel Xeon CPU. However, this performance is significantly predicated on the
use of single-precision arithmetic operations and lowprecision transcendental functions, which can potentially
lead to significant energy drifts in long NVE simulations
(PuReMD codebase is fully double precision and adheres
to IEEE-754 floating point standards). GMD-Reax can
run on single GPUs only, and is not publicly available.
A ReaxFF implementation on clusters of GPUs, which
is the main focus of this paper, has not been reported
before.

3 BACKGROUND :
TIONS IN P U R E MD

R EAX FF

I MPLEMENTA -

Our hybrid parallel GPU implementation utilizes several algorithms and computational kernels from existing
packages in PuReMD. For completeness of discussion,
we provide a brief summary of these implementations
and underlying algorithms. Please refer to [23]–[25] for

complete descriptions. A summary of these implementations in the context of the work presented here is shown
in Table 1.
3.1 sPuReMD: Serial ReaxFF Implementation
sPuReMD, our serial ReaxFF implementation, offers high
modeling accuracy and linear scaling in number of
atoms, memory, and run-time [23]. Key components of
sPuReMD include neighbor-generation for atoms, computation of interactions to obtain energy and forces, and
Verlet integration of atoms [35] under the effect of total
force for a desired number of time-steps. Each interaction
kernel in ReaxFF is considerably more complex in terms
of its mathematical formulation and associated operation
counts, compared to a nonreactive (classical) MD implementation due to dynamic bond structure and charge
equilibration in ReaxFF. ReaxFF relies on truncated
bonded and non-bonded interactions. Consequently a
modified form of the cell linked list method is used for
neighbor generation [36], [37]. Forces in ReaxFF arise
from bonded and non-bonded interactions. To compute
bonded interactions, we first compute the bond structure
using a bond-order, which quantifies the likelihood of
existence of a bond between the atoms, based on their
distance and types. Bond structure is computed using
these uncorrected bond orders and valency of atoms.
Another important quantity required for computing
forces on atoms is the partial charge on each atom. Unlike conventional MD simulations, where partial charges
on atoms are invariant over time, ReaxFF computes
partial charges at each timestep by minimizing electrostatic energy of the system, subject to charge neutrality constraints (i.e., charge equilibration). This procedure
translates to the solution of a large sparse linear system
of equations. sPuReMD relies on a GMRES solver with
an incomplete LU (ILU) factorization preconditioner for
fast convergence [38], [39]. Once the bond structure
and partial charges have been computed, bonded and
non-bonded force terms can be computed. Non-bonded
force computations are relatively expensive because of
longer cutoff radii associated with these interactions.
For this reason, sPuReMD optionally uses a cubic spline
interpolation to compute fast approximations of nonbonded energies and forces [40].
3.2 PuReMD: Parallel ReaxFF Implementation
Our message passing parallel ReaxFF implementation,
PuReMD, relies on a 3D spatial partitioning of the
physical domain, along with corresponding partitioning
of atoms among processors to distribute load across
processing cores. Since all interactions in ReaxFF (with
the exception of the charge equilibration procedure) are
range limited, processors need to communicate only
with logically neighboring processors to exchange data
corresponding to atoms at boundaries. In PuReMD, the
full-shell method [41] is used to communicate atomic positions that are needed to compute various interactions,
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Platform
Programming
Model
Key Optimizations (optimizations built on
previous implementations )
Water system
scale

sPuReMD
single core
C

PuReMD
multi-core
C/MPI

PuReMD-GPU
single-gpu
C/CUDA

PuReMD-PGPU and PuReMD-Hybrid
multi-gpu and mulit-core
C/CUDA/MPI/pThreads

Memory
efficient
data-structures
and
algorithms

Efficient
communication substrate and
solvers

Efficient GPU implementation ( virtually all
GPU computation)

Demonstrated ≈ 1.2
million atom system
( limited only by
resources )

6540 atom/core demonstrated up to 3375 cores
( 22 million atoms)

36K on one C2075 GPU

Efficient
replication/communication,
GPU implementation, optimizations
specific to Keplar class GPUs,
GPU/CPU work partitioning, pThread
optimizations
40K/(GPU + 1 core) on 18 nodes (1.4
million atoms), 50K/(GPU + 10 cores)
on 18 nodes( 1.8 million atoms) and
demonstrated complex mixes of cores
and GPU using K20 cards

TABLE 1: Table showing key features and capabilities of various implementations.

and to communicate back the resulting partial forces.
Although the communication volume is doubled with
the use of a full-shell scheme, this is necessary for correctly identifying dynamic bonds, as well as to efficiently
handle bonded interactions straddling long distances
into processor boundaries. Data between neighboring
processes is communicated in a staged manner; i.e., all
processes first communicate in the x-dimension, consolidate messages, followed by the y-dimension, and finally
the z-dimension. This staged communication reduces
overheads of message start-ups significantly.
Charge equilibration (QEq) solver in PuReMD is a
diagonally scaled conjugate gradient (CG) solver [42].
This choice is motivated by the superior parallel scalability properties of a diagonal preconditioner over an ILU
preconditioner, despite the former having slower convergence. When combined with an effective extrapolation
scheme for obtaining good initial guesses, the diagonally
scaled CG solver exhibits good overall performance.
PuReMD has been demonstrated to scale to more than
3K computational cores under weak-scaling scenarios,
yielding close to 80% efficiency. Bonded and non-bonded
interactions in PuReMD scale particularly well, amortizing the higher cost of the charge equilibration solver.
3.3 PuReMD-GPU: ReaxFF on GPUs
PuReMD-GPU [25] is the GPU port of sPuReMD, primarily targeted towards platforms in which the GPU is
the primary compute resource. PuReMD-GPU maintains
redundant data structures (neighbor lists, bond lists
and QEq matrix) to exploit the GPUs Single Instruction Multiple Thread (SIMT) programming model. Data
structures are also modified to avoid (most) floating
point atomic operations on GPUs yielding significant
speedup at the expense of additional memory usage.
Using a number of optimizations for concurrency, memory access, and minimizing serialization, PuReMD-GPU
delivers over an order of magnitude improvement in
performance on conventional GPUs, compared to state
of the art single processing cores [25]. PuReMD-GPU has
been comprehensively validated for accuracy by independent research groups and is publicly available [32].

4 R EAX FF ON
TURES

H ETEROGENEOUS A RCHITEC -

PuReMD-Hybrid, like PuReMD, adopts a 3D spatial domain decomposition, full-shell for partitioning the input
system into sub-domains, and staged communication
for exchanging boundary atoms between neighboring
processes. Unlike PuReMD, subdomains in PuReMDHybrid are mapped onto heterogenous compute nodes,
which may contain multiple sockets and GPUs, with
each socket containing multiple cores. Our validation
platform, for instance, contains nodes with two GPUs
and two Xeon processors, each with ten processing cores.
We describe a sequence of implementations of increasing
complexity, that incorporate a variety of algorithmic
choices and optimizations.
4.1 PuReMD-PGPU: GPU-Only Parallel Implementation
We initiate our discussion with an implementation,
called PuReMD-PGPU, targeted towards platforms in
which GPUs represent the primary computational capability. We subsequently describe our hybrid implementation that utilizes all CPU resources. GPU-only
implementations are suited to platforms in which nodes
have a small number of cores (e.g., dual- or quad-cores).
On such platforms, a GPU cluster implementation can
be described in the following steps:
1) Initialize each process according to the problem
decomposition structure.
2) Create communication layer between neighboring
processes.
3) Exchange boundary atoms between neighboring
processes.
4) Move data from the CPU to the GPU.
5) Compute neighbor-list, bond-list, hydrogen-bondlist and QEq matrix.
6) Compute bonded and non-bonded forces.
7) Compute total force and energy terms and update
the position of each atom under the influence of
net force.
8) Move data back from the GPU to the CPU.
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9) Repeat from step 3 for required number of timesteps.
The computation on CPUs, GPUs, and communication
associated with each of these steps is shown in Table 2.
Step 1 partitions the problem space and Step 2 creates the
communication layer among the processes. Both of these
steps are performed on the CPU. Step 3 communicates
boundary atoms across neighboring processes. In the
first time-step this data is already available in the CPU
memory. In subsequent time-steps, however, this data
resides in the GPU memory, since the associated computations are performed by the GPU. This data movement
from GPU memory to CPU memory is performed at the
end of the time-step (Step 8).
Step 4 copies data from CPU memory to the GPU
memory. This data primarily consists of positions, velocities, charges, and other data related to its assigned atoms.
Step 5 builds all the auxiliary data-structures, which
are used during bonded and non-bonded computations.
Full-shell sub-domain regions dictate that when building
these data-structures, atoms within current subdomain
as well as boundary regions are examined to build
these structures. This increases the number of atoms
in each of the sub-domains, and hence the aggregate
memory footprint of applications is larger in PuReMDPGPU compared to PuReMD-GPU. For instance, while
PuReMD-PGPU can accommodate water systems up to
40K atoms per GPU, PuReMD-GPU can simulate water
systems as large as 50K atoms on a single GPU with 5GB
global memory space.
Step 6, which computes bonded and non-bonded interactions in PuReMD-PGPU, represents the computational core of the algorithm. It is performed entirely on
the GPU, and employs multiple threads per atom implementation for neighbor-generation, hydrogen-bond
interactions, and non-bonded force computations. This
choice is motivated by the amount of computation involved, as well as resources used by respective kernels.
Atomic operations are avoided in all kernels except
for four-body interactions, at the expense of additional
memory, to significantly reduce the total time per time
step [25]. With higher compute compatibility support in
modern GPUs, reliance on shared memory on the GPUs
is reduced considerably with shuffle instructions yielding
better performance results.
Step 7 computes the total energy and force terms,
and updates atom positions and velocities. This computation is also performed on the GPUs. As mentioned,
this data may potentially need to be communicated
to neighboring processes. For this reason, the data is
moved back from GPU memory to CPU memory in
Step 8. PuReMD-PGPU can also be configured to analyze
molecules, bonds, etc. and output this information at
specified intervals. This also requires movement of data
from GPU memory to CPU memory. Steps 3 through 8
are repeated for the required number time steps.

4.2 PuReMD-UVM: Virtual GPU Implementation
Our initial implementation of PuReMD-PGPU, described
above, uses one CPU core and one GPU per MPI process.
However, high-end clusters often have multiple GPUs
and multi-core CPUs on each node. On such platforms, it
may be possible to achieve increased resource utilization.
One possible way is through NVIDIA’s Unified Virtual
Memory (UVM) addressing. UVM is designed to simplify
programming by using a single address space for both
CPU and GPU. Internally, the CUDA runtime handles
synchronization of data between the CPU and GPU,
when the kernels are executed on the GPU. Since the
available memory on the CPU is often larger than the
global memory on the GPU, we can run larger systems
in this configuration, as opposed to executing the same
simulations directly on the GPU. When the application
runs directly on the GPU, all memory management
and data synchronization is handled by the application
(as done by PuReMD-PGPU). The additional cost of
copying data and synchronization between the CPU and
GPU memory causes potential performance overheads
when using UVM [43]. Indeed, as we demonstrate in
our experimental results, the performance of our virtual
GPU implementation is not competitive with our best
implementation described in the next section.
Another way to achieve this capability is using
NVIDIA’s Multi Process Server (MPS). MPS is a clientserver implementation that interleaves (schedules) kernels from multiple MPI processes onto a GPU. The
MPS client-server model has low overhead for mapping
kernels from different MPI processes onto a GPU. If the
GPU is completely saturated (all the GPU resources like
memory, available cores, registers, etc. are in use) by
one (or few) MPI process(es), kernels from other MPI
processes requesting the same GPU are serialized. In this
implementation, one may observe increasing total time
per time-step, if each MPI process saturates the GPU
completely. Furthermore, global memory management
on the GPU must still be handled by the MPI processes
themselves, which potentially increases execution time
due to movement of data between the CPU and GPU
address spaces. CUDA 6.0 implementation of MPS does
not support multi-GPU nodes. For these reasons we do
not use this implementation in our simulations.
4.3 PuReMD-Hybrid Implementation
PuReMD-Hybrid leverages all available cores as well
as GPUs to maximize resource utilization. Figure 2(a)
shows the data dependency graph of a typical ReaxFF
simulation time-step. Here, boxes correspond to computational tasks, while data consumed by these tasks is
shown in ovals. For instance, nbrs computation depends
on atom information to generate the neighbors-list; init
computation takes the neighbors-list as input and generates bond-list, hydrogen-bond-list, and the QEq matrix;
and so on. Data corresponding to atoms (force, velocity
and position vectors) is updated using results from
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Step
1

Computation Name
Process initialization

Communication

2

MPI Initialization

3

Communication layer creation
comm

4

GPU initialization

5

nbrs and init

6

bonded, nonb and QEq

7

Total force and Energy
Computation and updating
atoms position under the
influence of net force
Update CPU with atom information

8

9

CPU Computation
Creation of MPI processes and
allocation of data structures on
CPU and GPU
Creation of MPI processes and
allocation of MPI buffers

GPU Computation

Exchanging boundary atoms
between neighboring MPI processes
Copy the data from CPU address space to GPU’s global
memory. Atom information like
position-vector, velocity-vector is
copied into the GPU address
space.
Generate neighbor-list for each
atom and, generate bond-list,
hydrogen-bond-list and QEq
matrix used during later phases
of computation on the GPU.
Computation of bonded forces
bond-order, bond-energy, lonepair, three-body, four-body, and
hydrogen-bond
terms.
Nonbonded computations include
coulomb’s and van der waals
force computation and charge
equilibration, QEq.
Compute the total force and energy and update the position
of each atom depending on the
configured ensemble.

Linear solve during charge
equilibration
involves
communication for operations
like global reductions.

Repetition of steps 3–8 until
required number of steps

Copy the atom information
from GPU’s global memory to
CPU address space
May involve journaling of output information like detailed information of current state of
system ( atom positions, new
molecules formed etc), analysis
of bond’s etc

TABLE 2: Tabular depiction of typical ReaxFF simulation in PuReMD-PGPU

bonded, nonb, and QEq computations. Boundary atoms
are exchanged with neighboring nodes at the beginning
of each time-step.
Taking a task-parallel view of the data flow, one
candidate work-splitting scheme between the CPU and
the GPU is as follows:
• perform nbrs and init computations on the GPU
• move bond-list and hydrogen-bond-list to the CPU;
and
• perform bonded computation on the CPU and nonb
and QEq computations on the GPU
This partitioning is motivated by the load characteristics of the tasks, the suitability of the task to the
platform to which it is mapped, as well as the data
transfers between CPU and GPU memory. For instance,
in our benchmarks using water-36K system, nbrs yields
a speedup of 4.6× on a GPU, when compared to its single core performance (PuReMD-one-core-per-node); init
achieves a speedup of 5.3×; bonded achieves a speedup
of 13.5×; while nonb, and QEq computations achieve
speedups of 85.2× and 4.7×, respectively. Note that nonb
is a highly parallelizable computation without need for
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_list
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bonded
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(a) Data dependency
graph of typical MD
iterations
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(b) Data dependency graph associated with enhanced taskparallel implementation.

Fig. 2: Data dependency graphs of MD iterations.
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synchronization among the CUDA threads during the
entire computation, which explains its excellent GPU
performance.
Data movement between the GPU and CPU represents
a significant overhead [44], [45]. For instance, for a water
simulation with 36 thousand atoms, using PuReMDPGPU on a single GPU, bond-list and hydrogen-bondlist data structures require ≈ 800 MB. Copying these
two lists from GPU to CPU address space takes ≈ 160
milliseconds compared to 540 milliseconds for an average time step on an NVIDIA K20 GPU. Note that the
bond-list (296 MB) is smaller than hydrogen-bond-list
(500 MB) because the cutoff for bonds is 4-5 Å, while
that for hydrogen bonds is 7-8 Å.
A second consideration in mapping tasks in the dependency graph to GPU and CPU cores relates to synchronization and associated idling. For instance, CPU cores
are idle while nbrs and init are being computed by the
GPU. For reference, nbrs consumes about 75 milliseconds for the above-mentioned water system, which is
significantly less than the corresponding data movement
overhead. Motivated by these observations, PuReMDHybrid adopts the task-parallel implementation shown
in Figure 2(b). In this model we split the work as follows:
•
•

CPU computes nbrs, init-cpu and bonded tasks, and
GPU computes nbrs, init-gpu, nonb and QEq tasks

init-cpu generates bond-list and hydrogen-bond-list,
while init-gpu computes the QEq matrix. Both computation paths depend on atom position information only
which is a significantly smaller data structures compared
to bond-list and hydrogen-bond-list. After this synchronization both CPU and GPU can execute their respective
tasks without any further dependencies. It is important
to note that depending on the relative mix of CPU cores
and GPUs, tasks can be mapped back and forth in this
assignment.
Tasks assigned to CPU cores are parallelized using
POSIX threads (pthreads). We adopt a data-parallel work
splitting mechanism across pthreads so that the workload on each of these threads is approximately equal.
Total number of atoms is evenly split across the available
pthreads (as defined at the beginning of simulation),
so that contiguous chunks of atoms are assigned to a
particular thread. Assignment of contiguous chunks in
this way increases data locality and reduces scheduling
overheads.
Figure 3 describes the implementation of ReaxFF iterations in PuReMD-Hybrid. At the beginning of the
simulation, the main thread on the CPU reads the input
data, initializes the GPU context and creates the pthreads
on the CPU. Within each iteration, boundary atoms are
communicated to neighboring processes and the CPU
and the GPU initiate their respective tasks, which are
executed concurrently. The main thread waits for the
CPU and GPU to complete their tasks, and updates atom
information at the end of each iteration.

Main Thread
on CPU
SimInit
Communicate
Atoms with
Neighbor
processes

CPU PThreads

Initialize pThreads/CPU and GPU Context

Start Computations on CPU and GPU

Neighbors
Ini5aliza5on
Bonded
computa5on

Update atomic
forces/total
energy

No

Exit
Yes/
NO
Yes

GPU

Neighbors
Ini5aliza5on
Non-Bonded
Charge
Equilibra5on
computa5on

Report Back to Main Thread after Computation

SimInit: In this phase, main thread
initializes GPU context, creates
pThreads on CPU, allocates
necessary data-structures and
creates 3-D grid structure

Fig. 3: Illustration of a typical MD simulation iteration
in the PuReMD-Hybrid implementation.

5

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

We report our comprehensive evaluation of the performance of PuReMD-PGPU and PuReMD-Hybrid packages. All reported simulations were run on the Intel14
GPU cluster at the High Performance Computing Center
(HPCC) at Michigan State University. Nodes in this
cluster contain two sockets, each of which is equipped
with a 2.5 GHz 10-core Intel Xeon E5-2670v2 processor,
64GB of RAM, and an NVIDIA Tesla K20 GPU (with
5GB of device memory). Nodes are interconnected using
FDR Infiniband interconnect and run RedHat Enterprise
Linux 6.3. Even though there are 40 such nodes, the
maximum number of nodes that a user can utilize in a
single job is restricted. Simulations using up to 18 nodes
(36 sockets/GPUs max.) are reported in our performance
evaluations.
We use water systems of various sizes for in-depth
analysis of performance, since water simulations represent diverse stress points for the code. For weak scaling
tests, we use water systems with 18,000 atoms and 40,000
atoms per socket, and for strong scaling analysis, we use
water systems with 80,000 and 200,000 atoms. Note that
40,000 atoms per socket is equivalent to 80,000 atoms per
node and the use of the terms water-80K per node and
water-40K per socket refers to the same system (similarly
water-18K/socket is equivalent to water-36K/node). All
our simulations use a time-step of 0.25 femtoseconds,
a tolerance of 10−6 for the QEq solver, and a Berendsen
NVT ensemble. All simulations are run for 100 time steps
and repeated ten times. Averages from these ten sets of
performance data are reported in the plots and tables
presented.
Table 3 presents the acronyms associated with various
implementations, along with computing resources and
MPI processes used by each implementation. PuReMD,
parallel CPU version, uses all 10 cores on each socket
with 10 MPI processes (20 MPI ranks/node). PuReMDPGPU, parallel GPU version, uses 1 CPU core and 1
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PuReMD
PuReMD-PGPU
PuReMD-UVM
PuReMD-Hybrid

Resources used per
socket
10 CPU cores
1 CPU core, 1 GPU
10 CPU cores, 1 GPU
10 CPU cores, 1 GPU

#MPI
processes/socket
10
1
10
1

TABLE 3: Various codebases used for simulations along
with their computing resources.

GPU per socket (2 MPI ranks/node), where the CPU
cores essentially act as drivers for GPU computations.
In PuReMD-UVM, a virtualized GPU implementation
using UVM, a single GPU is virtualized 10-ways across
10 computing cores of a socket. It uses both GPUs on a
node by creating 20 MPI ranks per node. Our most advanced implementation, PuReMD-Hybrid, creates only
2 MPI ranks per node, and each MPI process utilizes all
10 cores available on a CPU socket using pthreads, in
addition to the GPU. This hybrid code uses 16 pthreads
per MPI rank to process tasks assigned to a CPU socket
in parallel.
GNU version 4.8.2, OpenMPI version 1.6.5, and CUDA
6.0 development toolkit were used for compiling and
running all different versions. The following flags were
used for PuReMD: ”-O3 -funroll-loops -fstrict-aliasing”;
PuReMD-PGPU and PuReMD-Hybrid are compiled with
the following compilation flags: ”-arch=sm 35 -funrollloops -O3”.
An important performance optimization criteria for
the GPU kernels is the number of threads used per
atom, which can be tuned based on the input system.
For bulk water simulations, these parameters have been
determined as follows: 8 threads/atom for nbrs kernel, 32
threads/atom for hydrogen-bond kernel, 16 threads/atom
for nonb kernel, and the matrix-vector products are
computed using 32 threads/atom. The thread-block size
for all kernels has been set to 256 unless mentioned
otherwise.
To better interpret performance results, we identify six
key components of the simulations – comm, init, nbrs,
bonded, nonb and QEq, in Table 2. Each of these parts has
different characteristics: some are compute-bound, some
are memory-bound, while others are communicationbound. Together they comprise ≈ 99% of the total
computation time for typical ReaxFF simulations. We
perform detailed analysis of these major components to
understand how PuReMD-PGPU and PuReMD-Hybrid
implementations respond to increasing system sizes and
numbers of nodes.
5.1 Brief description of NVIDIA K20 GPU
The Tesla K20 GPUs in the HPCC cluster have 13 Streaming Multiprocessors (SM), each with 192 cores, for a total
of 2496 cores. Each SM has 64KB of shared memory space
that can be configured as L1 cache space or software
managed shared memory. Shared memory operations

1000
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PuReMD
PuReMD-PGPU
PuReMD-Hybrid

100
10
1
0.1
0
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10
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# of Sockets
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Fig. 4: Total time per time step comparison for all
implementations using water-80K/node system.

are significantly faster compared to global memory operations due to the proximity of shared memory to the
SMs. Each SM also has a 65,536 byte register file. An
SM can schedule a maximum of 16 thread-blocks at any
instant of time. In this context, occupancy is defined as
the ratio of the number of active thread blocks to the
maximum number of thread blocks allowed on a specific
architecture. Occupancy is effected by the availability of
shared resources on the GPU such as registers, shared
memory, etc. At 100% occupancy, each thread can use up
to 32 registers (assuming other resources are available),
which implies that 2048 threads can be active on each SM
at its peak utilization. Note that 2048×32 is 64K which
is the size of the register file on each SM.
5.2 PuReMD-Hybrid Performance Improvements
In this section, we summarize the highlights of speedups
achieved using our PuReMD-Hybrid implementation
using water-40K atoms per socket. Figure 4 plots the
total time per time step for all implementations. Note
that the water system used by sPuReMD is scaled accordingly, for instance 1.44M atom water system is used
by PuReMD-Hybrid on 36 sockets and the same system
is used by sPuReMD for comparison purposes, shown
below:
• 565 fold compared to sPuReMD, a CPU-only code
run on a single core
• 2.41 fold compared to PuReMD, with 360 MPI ranks
on 36 sockets
• 1.29 fold compared to PuReMD-PGPU, using 36
sockets/GPUs
• 38 fold compared to PuReMD-UVM, using 36 sockets, each with 10 processes and 10 virtual GPUs
The excellent speedup of PuReMD-Hybrid w.r.t.
sPuReMD, 565-fold, can be attributed to efficient parallelization of ReaxFF, highly parallelizable computations
such as nonb, nbrs and hydrogen-bond, as elaborated on
below, and SIMT execution semantics of the CUDA
runtime. PuReMD-Hybrid is 2.41× faster than PuReMD
and 1.29× faster than PuReMD-PGPU. Comparing the
performance of PuReMD-PGPU to PuReMD, we observe
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Fig. 5: Strong scaling results for various parallel implementations.

that a single K20 GPU is equal in performance to ≈ 19
CPU cores of an Intel Xeon E5-2670v2 processor. Therefore one would expect a peak performance improvement
of ≈ 2.9 fold for PuReMD-Hybrid over PuReMD on a
per-node basis (a speedup of 0.95 using a single GPU and
a factor of one from the 20 CPU cores on each node). In
results below on larger systems, we show that PuReMDHybrid in fact approaches and even surpasses this estimated speedup. These results suggest that PuReMDHybrid has excellent resource utilization.
In PuReMD-UVM, each GPU is virtualized 10 ways
with the help of UVM, which maps CUDA kernels from
each of the MPI processes to available GPU resources
(global memory, streaming processors, etc.). For the
water-40K/socket system using 36 sockets, each process
handles ≈ 19000 atoms (local as well as ghost atoms) and
nbrs kernel spawns 594 (=19000x8/256) thread blocks.
The nbrs kernel’s occupancy is 50% which means it can
schedule 104 (=13x8) thread blocks at any instant of
time. Just one process is able to completely saturate
the GPU resources in this case. Because of this resource
contention, which leads to serialization of CUDA kernels
interlaced with data synchronization between GPU and
CPU, virtualized GPU implementation is not a good
choice for our implementation. In Figure 4, we notice
that the timings for PuReMD-UVM are considerably
higher compared to codes optimized for GPUs. For this
reason, we do not include PuReMD-UVM results in our
detailed comparisons presented later in this section.
5.3 Strong Scaling Results
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) present the wall-clock time per
time-step for various implementations under strong scaling scenarios for the water-80K and water-200K systems.
As the number of sockets increases, the number of atoms
processed per socket decreases resulting in decreased
wall-clock times. For PuReMD, the rate of decrease in
the wall-clock time per step saturates at larger numbers
of sockets. For water-80K system, beyond 24 sockets this
time starts increasing, due to increased cost of communications with respect to computations. On the other hand,
we notice consistent decrease in execution times with
increasing number of sockets for PuReMD-PGPU and

PuReMD-Hybrid codes. Note that the number of MPI
ranks in GPU versions is only 1 per socket (as opposed
to 10 with PuReMD), the sub-domain size per process
is 10× larger compared to PuReMD. For this reason, the
relative ratio of the ghost regions with respect to the
actual simulation domain, and hence the ratio of communication to computation cost is significantly lower
in the PuReMD-PGPU and PuReMD-Hybrid versions,
explaining the better strong scalability observed with
GPU implementations.
In PuReMD-PGPU, the decrease in time from 16 to
36 sockets is not as pronounced for water-80K system
as it is for water-200K. This is because the number
of thread blocks created by init and bonded kernels
are not sufficient to saturate the SMs on the GPU.
For instance, in a 16 socket simulation, each MPI rank
handles ≈ 19000 atoms, and PuReMD-PGPU spawns
only 75 thread blocks for init and bonded kernels (except
hydrogen-bonds kernel). However, at 100% occupancy,
208 thread blocks would be needed to saturate the SMs
on the GPU, even at 50% occupancy 104 thread blocks
can be scheduled by K20 GPU at any instant of time.
On the other hand, the use of multiple-threads per
atom by nbrs, hydrogen-bond, nonb and QEq kernels results in a large number of thread blocks. For example, nbrs spawns 593 thread blocks, and SMs remain
saturated. However, since the number of thread blocks
decreases with increased number of sockets, SMs’ saturation level drops for these kernels, too; and this results
in lower parallel efficiency in PuReMD-PGPU beyond 16
sockets.
The kernels that typically achieve lower speedups on
GPUs, i.e., init and bonded, are mapped onto the CPU
cores in PuReMD-Hybrid. To reduce the total device
memory requirements, the hydrogen-bond kernel has also
been mapped to the CPU cores in PuReMD-Hybrid. As
can be seen in Figures 5(a) and 5(b), this results in better
overall performance and scalability by PuReMD-Hybrid
compared to PuReMD and PuReMD-PGPU codes. Figures 5(c) and 5(d) summarize speedups achieved by
the PuReMD-Hybrid implementation. PuReMD-Hybrid
is between 1.15x and 1.54x faster compared to PuReMDPGPU code for the water-80K system and between
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Fig. 6: Timings of each of the key components of ReaxFF for strong scaling scenarios using Water-80K system.
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Fig. 7: Strong scaling speedup of PuReMD-Hybrid,
when compared to its performance on a single-node.

1.26x and 1.39x for the water-200K system. For both of
these systems, speedup achieved by PuReMD-Hybrid
compared to PuReMD is around 2x for small number
of sockets, but increases steadily for large number of
sockets, to around 3x on 36 sockets.
Figure 7 presents strong scaling speedup of PuReMDHybrid w.r.t. to its performance on a single-node. As
expected, we notice a consistent increase in the effective
speedup of the hybrid formulation, when compared to
its time per time step on a single node. The speedup
achieved for the larger water system is higher, compared
to the smaller system, and is closer to the ideal speedup
curve. This can be attributed to more favorable tradeoff
between computation and communication cost, as the
number of atoms per process increases.

Figure 6 presents the performance of key ReaxFF kernels
for various implementations in the water-80K simulation. Since, in PuReMD-Hybrid nbrs computation is
duplicated on the CPUs and GPUs, and init computations are split between the CPUs and GPUs, we show
two separate lines, PuReMD-Hybrid-GPU and PuReMDHybrid-CPU, for this implementation in Figures 6(a) and
6(b).
The plot for nbrs in Figure 6(a) shows a consistent
drop in its runtime as the number of sockets is increased
for all implementations. As expected, the rate of drop
slows down for larger number of sockets, because there
is not enough parallelism. Neighbor generation kernel
using the cell lists method involve mainly pointer dereferencing, index lookups and branches. Therefore this
kernel is more efficiently performed on the CPU – see the
PuReMD nbrs time. The timings of this component for
PuReMD-Hybrid-GPU and PuReMD-PGPU are almost
identical because the same kernel is executed in these
two implementations. The performance of nbrs computation on the CPU in PuReMD-Hybrid reports higher
timings compared to PuReMD, because neighbor list
pairs are computed redundantly in this case to exploit
pthreads parallelism. Note also that the sub-domain
size per process in PuReMD-Hybrid is 10× compared
to PuReMD. However, nbrs kernel constitutes a small
percentage of the overall execution time, and these computations are overlapped in PuReMD-Hybrid with GPU
computations. Consequently, suboptimal performance in
this part does not severely impact overall performance
of PuReMD-Hybrid.
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Fig. 8: Weak scaling results, time per time-step and speedup, using water systems for parallel implementations.

Figures 6(b), 6(c) and 6(d) present the timings of
init, bonded, and nonb computations, respectively. init
computations involve the generation of bond and hydrogen bond lists, as well as the QEq matrix. These
tasks are split in PuReMD-Hybrid between the GPU
and CPU, therefore PuReMD-Hybrid significantly outperforms PuReMD and PuReMD-PGPU in this part.
However, PuReMD-Hybrid’s timings for bonded computation is higher compared to PuReMD-PGPU, as well as
PuReMD. This is a result of its pthreads implementation
on the CPU, which contains redundancies to leverage
thread parallelism. Again, this computation is completely overlapped with GPU computations in PuReMDHybrid and is not expected to represent a significant
overhead, in general. As expected, GPU implementation
of the nonb kernel yields significantly better performance
compared to its CPU part, because of the highly parallel
nature of this computation. The overall performance of
PuReMD-Hybrid is identical to that of PuReMD-PGPU
for nonb computations.
Figure 6(e) plots the timing for the charge equilibration
part, QEq. The QEq part is one of the most expensive
parts of PuReMD, as it involves four communication
operations (two message exchanges and two global reductions) of the linear solve in every iteration. With increasing number of MPI processes (and decreasing subdomain size per process), the ghost region volume between the nearby MPI processes increases relatively. This
leads to increased communication volumes and since
the charge equilibration solver typically requires 15-20
iterations, communication overheads can become pronounced on large number of sockets. These overheads
are very significant for the PuReMD code which contains
360-way MPI parallelism on 36 sockets. PuReMD-Hybrid
and PuReMD-PGPU versions exhibit superior performance for this kernel as a result of accelerated sparse
matrix vector multiplications on GPUs, and relatively
lower communication volumes.
5.4 Weak Scaling Results
We use water systems with 18K and 40K atoms per
socket for benchmarking different implementations under weak scaling scenarios. Figures 8(a), 8(b), 8(c),

and 8(d) present the wall-clock times per time-step
and speedups for the two water systems. PuReMDHybrid outperforms PuReMD-PGPU by a factor of about
1.29x for both systems, and both codes exhibit similar
weak-scaling properties. As expected, PuReMD implementation exhibits the slowest execution times for both
systems, and its weak scaling efficiency is worse compared to the GPU implementations due to the increased
communication overheads (especially during the charge
equilibration phase) associated with the high number of
MPI ranks it uses. We obtain speedups ranging from
1.9x (on small number of sockets) to 2.4x (on large
number of sockets) with PuReMD-Hybrid over PuReMD
for the 18K atoms/socket system. Similarly, speedups
ranging from 2.1x up to 2.4x are obtained for the 40K
atoms/socket water system.
5.4.1 Performance of key ReaxFF kernels
Figure 9 presents the performance (runtime) of individual components of ReaxFF under weak scaling scenarios
for all implementations when 40K atoms per socket
systems are used.
While PuReMD-Hybrid’s nbrs time on the GPU is similar to that of PuReMD-PGPU, our pthreads based implementation for the CPU socket contains redundant computations, and performs worse than the original CPU implementation with MPI parallelism. On the other hand,
since the work in init computations is split, PuReMDHybrid performs better than either implementation for
this expensive kernel. Timings for bonded computation
are plotted in Figure 9(c). Similar to the nbrs computations, PuReMD-Hybrid takes more time compared to
PuReMD and PuReMD-PGPU because this computation
involves redundancies to resolve race conditions among
threads in the pthreads implementation. However, nbrs,
bond related parts of init, and bonded computations run
on the CPU in tandem with the GPU computations in
PuReMD-Hybrid. The completely asynchronous execution of these kernels and their relatively low computational expense in comparison to non-bonded and QEq
computations give performance advantages to PuReMDHybrid.
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Fig. 9: Timings of each of the key components of ReaxFF for Water-40K atoms/socket system during weak scaling.
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Results for nonb computation are plotted in Figure 9(d). This computation simply requires iterating over
the neighbors list, and for each pair, significant number of floating point operations are needed to compute
the energies and forces, which makes this a computebound kernel. Effective use of SMs with multiple threads
per atom kernel implementation, resulting in coalesced
memory access and higher memory throughput, and
the high arithmetic intensity of non-bonded interactions
contribute to the excellent performance of PuReMDPGPU and PuReMD-Hybrid (which execute the same
kernel) over PuReMD. The speedups achieved by using
GPUs for this kernel is close to 10× over the CPU-only
version.
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Fig. 10: Weak scaling results for water systems with
100K atoms per node.

Figure 9(e) shows timings for charge equilibration in
weak scaling scenarios. QEq computation is dominated
by matrix-vector products and communication during
the linear solve (two local message exchanges and two
global reductions). We can see the impact of communication cost on performance by observing the performance of PuReMD and GPU based implementations.
For a small number of nodes PuReMD’s performance
is comparable to other implementations. However, as
the number of sockets is increased, PuReMD becomes
significantly slower (by almost 2x at 36 sockets) due to
increased communication costs.

pared to PuReMD. As discussed above, this figure is close
to optimal in terms of utilizing all compute resources
on the node. Furthermore, note that PuReMD-Hybrid
also has a number of memory optimizations (storage of
bonds, 3-body and hydrogen-bond lists on main memory
instead of the device memory) that allow scaling to such
large systems. This is not possible using PuReMD-PGPU.
In terms of application performance, this corresponds
to a 1.8 million atom water system running at ≈ 0.68
seconds per time step, compared to 2.36 seconds by
PuReMD using 360 MPI ranks.

To fully characterize weak scaling performance of
PuReMD-Hybrid, we execute large simulations with
water-50K atoms per socket. Figures 10(a) and 10(b)
present the speedup and total time per time step of
the large water system. From these results, we note that
PuReMD-Hybrid achieves an effective speedup of 3.46x com-

5.4.2 Weak Scaling Efficiencies
We define efficiency as the ratio of time consumed per
atom on a single node to the time consumed per atom
on multiple nodes under weak scaling. Table 4 presents
efficiency results for PuReMD codes using 40K/socket
water systems. Our first observation is that PuReMD-
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PuReMD-PGPU
Nodes Time

PuReMD-Hybrid

PuReMD

Efficiency

Time

Efficiency

Time

Efficiency

1

7.68

100.00

5.96

100.00

12.90

100.00

2

7.72

99.50

6.07

98.11

13.27

97.17

4

7.99

96.21

6.18

96.42

14.03

91.93

8

8.05

95.47

6.30

94.56

14.47

89.12

12

8.15

94.25

6.35

93.89

14.54

88.69

18

8.39

91.62

6.48

91.94

15.62

82.55

TABLE 4: Efficiency results of 40K/socket water system
for weak scaling simulations. Time is measured in
microseconds and indicates time spent on each atom.

Hybrid yields significantly better speed and efficiency
compared to PuReMD, and better performance compared to PuReMD-PGPU as well. This observation is
grounded in two distinct facts: (i) GPU implementation
increases computation speed at the nodes significantly.
However, the communication substrate stays the same.
This potentially leads to poorer scaling characteristics;
and (ii) The subdomain size per MPI process in the parallel GPU implementations is much larger. This combined
with higher intra-node bandwidth potentially yields better scaling characteristics. In balance, we observe that
PuReMD-Hybrid and PuReMD-PGPU both benefit from
the second fact, resulting in better scalability.

6

C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE

WORK

In this paper, we presented an efficient and scalable parallel implementation of ReaxFF using MPI, pthreads, and
CUDA. Our ReaxFF implementation for heterogeneous
architectures, PuReMD-Hybrid, is shown to achieve up
to 565× speed up compared to single CPU implementation, 3.46× speed up compared to the parallel CPU implementation PuReMD and 1.29× speed up compared to
the parallel GPU-only implementation PuReMD-PGPU
on 36 sockets of CPUs and GPUs under weak-scaling
scenarios. The accuracy of the resulting implementations
has been verified against the benchmark production
PuReMD code by comparing various energy and force
terms for large numbers of time-steps under diverse
application scenarios and systems.
Our ongoing work focuses on the use of this software
in a variety of applications, ranging from simulation
of energetic materials to biophysical systems. ReaxFF
represents a unique simulation capability, approximating
the modeling fidelity of ab initio simulations and the superior runtime characteristics of conventional molecular
dynamics techniques. With respect to software development, this code can be augmented with techniques
such as accelerated and replica dynamics to enable long
simulations. Furthermore, identification of significant
events by post-processing PuReMD trajectories represent
significant challenges and opportunities. To this end,
inlining analyses into PuReMD would further enhance
its application scope significantly.
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